
Agenda

- update on 1.2 docs
- interop status
- f2f status
- update on 1.1 errata
- ECC status
- Topics from John L
- state transitions

saikat moves that we approve agenda, tim seconds.
Hearing no objections/abstentions, agenda is approved.

defer minutes approval.

1.1 errata

have to do separate docs for spec and profiles
cannot do one for the non normative docs

1.2 docs:

spec: no changes made since last update. waiting from comments
do we want to vote for Committee note draft? have to wait

usage guide: new version posted today.
added ECC material.
wait for vote on the spec itself

profiles: 
hold vote until we finish interop.

Interop

on track to commence testing on monday.
claim sheets from all parties have been received.

f2f

- locking in wednesday and thursday (Sept. 18th and 19th) @ NetApp facilities.
- start working on an agenda

ECC

Judy will revise the set of enumerations table for ECC algorithms.

State diagram issues:



e.g. get on a key that is not in active state is open to interpretation

are these just usage guide changes or do we need to update the spec?

NIST says that it is up to vendor on state management.
So, it is just about documentation if you support the state, document the transitions, 
et.al
Bob L: add it in the usage guide.
BR: in the spec, we clearly talk about state transitions. So, we can't leave things to 
interpretation unto the vendor and leave in the usage guide.
are there profile changes? Mostly between usage guide and spec.

TH: Should get be respecting state? should be clear in the spec.
server enforcing state transitions around key wrapping? Yes, and it should be in the 
spec.

Kiran has the AI to look at the behavior in the spec and see if it needs to be updated.
Judy has the corresponding AI for the usage guide.

John's list :)

- cryptographic parameter: GCM, CTR and CMAC mode, missing some parameters
- optional test cases in profiles documents
Tim: Should we consider?

John has the AI to come up with proposals on these areas.
- intent behind multiple cryptographic parameters assigned to a single key
-- e.g. multiple modes on a single key?
-- profiles maybe the way to go
- state we are ok

Tim moves that we adjourn, Bob L seconds.
hearing no objections/abstentions, we are adjourned.


